Temporal, spatial, and taxonomic patterns of crustacean zooplankton variability in unmanipulated north-temperate lakes
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Abstract

We quantified the spatial and temporal variability of crustacean zooplankton abundance at annual time steps with 261 lake-years of data from 22 lakes in three regions of central North America. None of these lakes had been experimentally manipulated. Using a nested three-way analysis of variance, we apportioned variance among years,
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regions, lakes, and their interactions for 10 functional groups and 4 larger taxonomic aggregates. We proposed that relative variation in the abundance of zooplankton would be greatest among regions and lakes and least among years. We also explored how variability differed among functional groups and changed with taxonomic aggregation. Spatial sources of variation dominated the analysis, but a large interaction between lakes and years indicated that time cannot be ignored. Regional variation was half that found among lakes. Relative variance components differed widely among functional groups, which indicates that species will differ in their response to environmental controls and sensitivity to perturbation. Total explained variation also differed widely among zooplankton and decreased with increasing aggregation of taxa. Whether choosing ecological indicators or designing experiments and monitoring programs, these results clearly show that large-scale temporal and spatial variability will be an important consideration.